
Transforming imagination into reality: 

The ideal ally for goal attainment.
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At Harns, we excel in the art of bringing 
ideas to life. Our forte lies in crafting 
bespoke technological solutions that 
address unique challenges. As your 
trusted tech partner, we embark on 
collaborative journeys with 
organizations, empowering them to 
achieve the Next Big Thing. 

We are at the forefront of revolutionizing 
the media, print, and healthcare 
industries. Through our relentless 
dedication and unwavering commitment, 
we have developed a range of 
extraordinary products that have 
reshaped these sectors.

1 MEDIA
Cutting-edge solutions that propel 
content creation, distribution, and 
engagement to new heights.

2 PRINT
Our groundbreaking solutions empower 
publishers and printers to streamline 
workflows, enhance productivity, and 
automate processes for a seamless print 
experience. 

3 MANUFACTURING
Embracing the power of Industry 4.0, we 
are at the forefront of revolutionizing 
manufacturing processes.

4 HEALTH CARE
Global pioneer in developing the 
first-of-its-kind Cloud-based Veterinary 
Practice Management Software.

GET
TO KNOW
US

VISION
Bring imagination into reality with futuristic solutions.

MISSION
Facilitate businesses with cutting-edge technologies that 
allow them to continue to be the best in their business 
and a cut above in the dynamic market conditions.

WE STAND FOR
Redefining processes 

Every problem has a tailor-made, customized solution

Technology simplifies processes and elevates businesses

Bringing a path-breaking change across industries



ELEVATING PRINT & MEDIA EXPERIENCES
IN THE MODERN LANDSCAPE.

MEDIA PRODUCTS



Make the best out of one-time generated content 
with broader distribution, a larger audience, and 
additional revenue streams. 

Harns Technologies

Transform your rst content into digital 
content with complete automation

1. Automated Processes

A power-packed solution to transform bulk 

editions of newspapers, magazines, books, 
es, notes, and other documents. 

3. Transform Bulk Editions

Unleash the true potential of st 
content and make it accessible beyond the 
boundaries. 

2. Go Beyond Location
& Demographics.

Features

Reduced error potential

Automated Content Zoning & Grouping

R

Added revenue streams

Enhanced reader’s experience

Robust digital buzz ecosystem
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Andre

Epaper Processing

Andre is a robust cloud solution to transform print-first 
content into adaptive digital content. A platform that 
created a 360 digital ecosystem leveraging your print 
content.



Create and share digital experiences in all the 
formats you wish starting from images to videos 
and podcasts. 

Features

Complete SEO validation

Easy-to-use interface 

Drag-and-drop features 

Allows to work collaboratively

Streamline Your Publishing W ow with 
Our Tailor-Made Content Management 
System (CMS) for Publishing Houses.

1. Designed For Publishing Houses

Harness the power of al Intelligence 
and Machine Learning for advanced 
capabilities and intelligent automation.

3. Ai/ml-enabled

Unleash the true potential of st 
content and make it accessible beyond the 
boundaries. 

2. Fully-customizable
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EazeHub

Content Management System (CMS)

content with ease.

EazeHub is a smart AI/ML enabled content management 
system (CMS) 



Eliminate tear sheets. Ad partners gain instant 
access to a digital view, eliminating the need for 
physical tear sheets and simplifying the ad 
management process.

Harns Technologies

Seamless interaction and easy access to all 

productivity in ad management.

1. Intuitive Ui

Track and Preserve Digital Records of User 
History, Ensuring Comprehensive 
Monitoring and Enhanced Security.

3. User Activity Logs

Stay informed with instant, dynamic previews 
of ad pages, enabling real-time monitoring 
and updates for accurate visualization. 

2. Realtime Page Preview &
Updates

High-end image viewer integration for seamless 
zooming and panning functionality for in-depth 
inspection of ad pages, ensuring meticulous 
attention to detail and precise analysis.

4. Enhanced Image Viewer03

Page Vault

Ad Verification Platform

Empower Ad Partners: Easily verify ad placement and 
quality.

A seamless ad verification platform that empowers ad 
partners to verify ad placement and quality with easy 
access.



Customize subscriptions and excite customers. 
Subscale delivers  options and exclusive 

Harns Technologies

Safeguard your data with multiple layers of 
encryption and API-level security, ensuring 
comprehensive protection and peace of 
mind for your business. 

1. Robust Security Measures

Drive customer satisfaction and loyalty by 

codes, elevating the value of your 
subscriptions and encouraging continued 
engagement with your platform.

3. Boost Customer Engagement

Choose from Weekly, Monthly, and Yearly 
subscription models, empowering you to 
provid xible choices for your customers.

2. Flexible Subscription Options

Experience smooth and secure transactions, 
ensuring a seamless payment process with 
enhanced convenience and trust for your 
customers.

4. Seamless Transactions04

SubScale

Subscription Platform

Exclusive Access Made Simple

SubScale is a subscription paywall platform that 
seamlessly integrates and monetizes your rich exclusive 
content. 



Take control of your podcasting journey with 
PodW's powerful platform-building capabilities.

Harns Technologies

Amplify your podcasting reach by creating 
customized web pages or apps to host and 
showcase your podcasts. 

1. Empower Your Podcasting
Presence

Take Control of Your Content: Experience 

Unparalleled Flexibility and Customizability 
with our CMS. Adapt and Tailor the System 
to Suit Your Unique Needs.

3. Robust Cms

Bring your Imagination to life. Get a 
seamless and engaging user experience 
that captivates your audience and leaves a 
lasting impression. 

2. Tailor-made Ui/ux
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Podcast Hosting Platform

PodW

The ultimate podcast hosting platform builder

PodW is the all-in-one solution for building your podcast 
hosting platform from scratch. You work on your passion 
and PodW 



Harns Technologies

Access from any point on the globe through a browser

1. Cloud-Based

locations with activity audits, intelligent reporting, and monitoring features. 

2. Centralized Console

Enable the editorial team to approve or reject pages before they are processed 
for printing. The monitor logs user approvals/rejections with name, time, and 
machine IP for easy tracking. 

View and monitor the real-time statuses of satellite modules installed at the 
editorial. locations. The monitor highlights the faulty servers in red colour for you 
to take action. 

4. Hardware Monitor

View details of the e being processed and each satellite component at 

w ow and get alerts f rs or system failures. 

5. Process Monitor

View the real-time overview of the changes, released, and to-be-released 
pages. Monitor the pages with a color-coded plan indicating updated, revised, 
accepted, or rejected page statuses

6. Editorial Monitor

A monitoring screen for the engineering team to track incoming pages and their 
print status. Alter-page s for special editions and re-transmit pages with 
new con gurations to the destination press site. 

7. Engineer’s Monitor

Print in-house products at outside locations or vice versa, outside products at 
in-house locations. WIDEN intelligently decide the transmission ow of Contract 
Printing Product with a smission logic. 

8. Contract Printing

Generate reports on resource utilization, optimization, transmission of editions, 
page bunching, daily MIS, etc. 

9. Log-Book & MIS

Transparency across all teams

Centrally managed architecture

A

Real-time updates and alerts 

Disaster recovery features Customizable dashboard
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AIWI

Automated Intelligent Workflow Infrastructure.

A new-age file transfer solution for the publishing and 
print industry

WIDEN streamlines workflow and facilitates seamless file 
transfer. It creates a smooth interface between editorial 
CMS and the various processing modules.



Harns Technologies

sources in one place.

1. Centralized News Aggregation

Stay ahead of other publishing houses in 
delivering the latest news without any 
delays.

3. Stay Ahead. Every Second.

From thousands of feeds, Live Wire AI 
content assistant selects the best and most 
relevant headlines for you.

2. Ai-enabled Content
Selection
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Live Wire

Lastest News Hub

Instant hub for headlines from Multiple sources 

Live Wire is your instant hub for all the latest headlines 
from various sources in one single place. 



Harns Technologies

Streamline ad acceptance with Adlob's 
centralized platform, ensuring optimal 
quality and productivity. Seamlessly process 
bookings, record key data, and simplify your 
w ow.

1. Centralized Ad Acceptance

An all-inclusive dashboard for advertisers to 
easily book, manage, and access ads, 
including archives. Real-time tracking allows 
advertisers to monitor their ads at every 
processing stage for up-to-the-minute 
insights.

3. Agency module to track and book

Gain a comprehensive view of every stage in 
the ad booking process, ensuring clear 
visibility and informed decision-making at 
every step.

2. Enhance Transparency

your edit, planning, and ERP modules. This 
means a cohesive, hassle-free w ow that 
ensures all your processes work in perfect 
harmony.

2. Streamlined Integration:
Edit, Plan, and Manage with Ease08

Ad Bookings and Management

AdLob is the most trusted cloud digital Ad Acceptance 
and Delivery System, streamlining and automating ad 
workflow and booking process. 



Harns Technologies

with the con dence that your data is protected 
and accessible whenever you need it.

1. Economical and Secure Content
Archiving

controlled access to your valuable content.

3. Tailored-based Time &
Role-based access

Empower users with advanced search tools 

keywords, topics, phrases, and more for 
precise results

2. Elastic Search on Content

Seamless access to premium content 

insights and engagement for subscribers. 

4. Seamless Subscriptions
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Archist

News Archival Repository

Preserve History: The Ultimate News Archival Repository

Safely store and preserve priceless collections of old 
newspapers. Centralize and access your historical news 
assets in one secure location. 
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HarnsPod

Automated Podcast Generator

The First-Ever AI-powered platform,
Generating Automated Podcasts

Generate Automated Podcasts for Any Content 
Site with Just a Few Clicks.

 Transform Your CMS Content, Website 
Articles, Epaper, and More into Rich 
Human-Generated Podcasts with Just a Few Clicks.

Harns Technologies

Experience the transformation of web 
articles into captivating podcasts right on 
your website, bringing news to life 
through audio.

1. Turning web articles into
engaging Podcasts directly
from your website

Explore a unique two-fold audience 
experience as we engage both your 
readers and listeners, creating a dynamic 
content ecosystem.

3. Engaging Both Readers and
Listeners: A Two-fold Audience
Experience.

Turn your content into cash flow by 
weaving in advertisement opportunities.
Discover how our platform helps you turn 
your content into a revenue stream by 
seamlessly incorporating advertisements 
within your podcasts.

2. Monetization

news content with our automated playlist 
feature, ensuring a seamless listening 
experience.

4. Automatically Create Playlists
for a Continuous Stream of News!



CONNECTING THE DOTS. TRANSFORMING
INDUSTRIES WITH INDUSTRY 4.0

INDUSTRY 4.0
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Industry 4.0

Embrace the Power of Industry 4.0: Connect, Analyze, and 
Optimize Your Workflow

Alaiv digitizes industrial processes, empowering you to 
analyze data, gain insights, and optimize workflow 

Harness the interconnectivity of AI, analytics, and 
IoT, bridging the gap between the physical and 
digital worlds.

Harns Technologies

Harness the power of IoT, data analytics, machine 
learning, and cloud computing to automate workflows, 
predict maintenance needs, generate leads, and 
optimize operations.

Leverage the power of timely insights for improved 

experience, and strategic business growth. Stay ahead 
of the curve with actionable data at your fingertips.

3. Drive Success With Real-time
Data Insights

Our cutting-edge machine learning algorithms 
enable real-time identification of errors, empowering 
risk managers to mitigate potential risks with 
precision.

2. Stay Ahead Of Risks

Benefits

Downtime reduction (35%-40%)

Production improvement (15%-20%)

Quality improvement (35%-40%)

Productivity improvement (65%-70%)



REVOLUTIONIZING HEALTHCARE DELIVERY:

HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS
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VETport

Cloud Veterinary Practice Management

Transform your veterinary workflow with VETport 

VEtport is a cloud veterinary practice management 
software for veterinarians and practice owners to 
streamlines their practice. A global pioneer in the 
veterinary industry. The first ever cloud veterinary practice 
management software.

Harns Technologies

Benefits

Strengthen client relationships

Save time with automated processes

Access data anywhere, anytime, any device

Centralized multiple practices and
streamline

Elevate clinic marketing

Designed with Precision and Care to empower veterinarians with 
an intuitive and comprehensive solution for streamlined 
documentation, enhanced patient care, and seamless workflow 
management. 

1. The Industry's Best Soap-based Emr

Take care of supplies and inventory all in one place with an 

2. Master Inventory Control

Cut down the hassle of booking an appointment over calls. Make 
the process easy with online appointment bookings.

3. Easy Appointment Scheduling

Advanced marketing dashboard that provides a holistic view of 
clinic's analytics and insights. Gain invaluable data to make 

optimize campaigns for maximum impact.

4. Data-driven Marketing

Vast array of integrations, including lab integrations, payment 
gateway integrations, and more. Seamlessly connect your 

and streamlining workflows.

5. Seamless Integration

SOAP
EMR

Presence in 37 countries

Used by 1000+ hospitals &
veterinary corporates

16+ million patients associated
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PACS

Picture Archival System

Embrace the Future of Medical Imaging

PACS Technology Enables Seamless Digital Storage, 
Quick Retrieval, and Secure Sharing of Medical Images 
and Reports. 

Harns Technologies

Eliminate the Need for Hard Copy Report Preservation. Enjoy 

retrieval of digital reports, simplifying workflow and saving time 
and resources. 

information, enabling healthcare professionals to provide timely 

2. Timely Treatment, Seamless Access

Ensure continuity of care with reliable image archiving, allowing 
quick recovery and seamless access to critical medical data. 

3. Secure Cloud Storage Backup

Ensure continuity of care with reliable image archiving, allowing 
quick recovery and seamless access to critical medical data. 

4. Fast Image Transfer 

PACS



ACCELERATING GROWTH THROUGH
OUR SERVICES

SERVICES
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Build innovative, purpose-driven, 

and sustainable enterprises that 

transcend physical boundaries for 

seamless integration of products, 

suppliers, partners, and 

organizations.

AI
Empower your business with AI: 

Enhance workflow, gain insights, 

agility, and visibility. Customize for 

personalized experiences and 

Growth Hacking
Accelerate growth with our 

results-driven approach. Our 

growth-hacking team experiments 

across channels to optimize 

strategies for sustainable business 

growth.

Analytics & Insights
Maximize business potential with 

our data analytics expertise. Gain 

insights, enhance strategy, and 

become a data-driven enterprise for 

exceptional experiences and 

increased value.

Enterprise
Application
Revitalize your business with 

AI-integrated solutions for supply chain, 

HR services, and digital business models. 

tailored to your brand's needs.

Consulting 
Outshine competitors with 

transformative strategies. Our 

technological innovations, expert 

advice, and customer-centric 

approach ensure meeting changing 

Workflow
Automation

with workflow automation. Our software 

saves time, reduces errors, and enables 

global scalability for streamlined 

business processes.

Engineering &
Industrial Services
Transform ideas into reality with our 

comprehensive services. We create 

valuable systems, connecting processes, 

people, and organizations, giving you a 

competitive edge.

Harns Technologies Harns Technologies
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Infrastructure
Accelerate your business with our 

intelligent cloud solutions. Our tailored 

strategies and implementations drive 

ROI, aligning with your unique needs.

Cloud Apps,
Microservices & API
Fuel your success with our cloud 

capabilities, microservices, and APIs. 

Partner with us for rapid growth, seamless 

data movement, and enhanced 

connectivity.

Intelligent CXO
Bridge the information gap with our 

intelligent CXO. Make smart decisions, 

stand out, and boost business growth 

with valuable insights.

Harns Technologies

implementation for the world’s largest English 
newspaper

Industry 4.0

Global pioneer in

Cloud Veterinary Hospital
Software

30+
Transformed intricate workflows

1000+
B2B clients

37+
Presence in over countries

OUR JOURNEY OF
SUCCESS
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Harns Technologies

1. United States

2. Canada

3. Mexico

4. Argentina

5. Peru

6. Brazil

7. United Kingdom

8. France

9. Spian

10. Portugal

11. Italy

12. Germay

13. Austria

14. Denmark

15. Norway

16. Sweden

17. Finland

18. Algeria

19. Libiya

20. Sudan

21. UAE

22. Saudi Arebia

23. Yemen

24. Oman

25. Pakistan

26 India

27. China

28. Thailand

29. Vietnam

30. Malaysia

31. Phiippines

32. Australia



Contact US Now
We are here to assist you every step 

of the way.

www.harnstech.combusiness@harnstech.com

Signature Business Park, Mumbai, India

Business Bay, Dubai, UAE

Milford, Ohio, USA


